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(R3) 15:05 FFOS LAS, 2m 4f 199y 

Llanelli Herald Handicap Chase (Class 4) (5YO plus)
No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 737117 GOODGIRLTERESA (IRE) 31 C 
b m Stowaway - Decheekymonkey

9 11 - 13 M G Nolan
Kayley Woollacott

106

Jockey Colours: Black, mauve star, light blue sleeves, mauve stars, mauve cap, light blue star
Timeform says: Thrived earlier in the year, winning a couple of handicap chases in a week
over this sort of trip last month. Disappointing back over hurdles a month ago, but of interest
again back over fences.  (Forecast 3.00)

Notes: 

2 626513 ALF 'N' DOR (IRE) 66 C BF 
ch g Flemensfirth - Greenflag Princess

8 11 - 12bt James Bowen
P Bowen

105

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, white seams, black and white hooped sleeves, white cap, royal blue spots
Timeform says: Took advantage of a drop in the weights at Plumpton in January before
perhaps finding the race coming too soon at Leicester just 4 days later. That said, he's not
one to rely on generally.  (Forecast 5.00)

Notes: 

3 4-0645B MAGUIRE'S GLEN (IRE) 19 C 
b g Craigsteel - Next Venture

11 11 - 11 M Hamill (3)
Grace Harris

104

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, white spots, white and dark blue halved sleeves, dark blue cap
Timeform says: Course winner who is well handicapped and looked to be coming to the boil
over hurdles on penultimate run. Brought down quite early back over fences here recently, so
remains of interest.  (Forecast 4.50)

Notes: 

4 P-64654 MISTY MAI (IRE) 26 C 
b m Westerner - Arcanum

9 11 - 4 Sean Bowen
D A Rees

97

Jockey Colours: Black, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, black diamonds, yellow cap, black star
Timeform says: Successful from higher marks last season, including at this course, and took
a step back in the right direction over hurdles last time, so not dismissed for all this trip is
short of her optimum.  (Forecast 9.00)

Notes: 

5 41466-U MAGICAL MAN 114 CD 
b g Lahib - Majestic Di

12 10 - 12 Thomas Bellamy
Mrs D A Hamer

91

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, white disc, striped sleeves and cap
Timeform says: C&D winner last term but out of sorts in the spring and unseated early on
return here in November. Hard to know what sort of form he's in, though he's capable from
current mark on a going day.  (Forecast 9.50)

Notes: 

6 5-FFP47 TUDORS TREASURE 12 C 
b g Dr Massini - Rude Health

8 10 - 12 T J O'Brien
Robert Stephens

91

Jockey Colours: Yellow, large dark green spots, dark green cap
Timeform says: Generally well below form this season and set for another struggle back
over fences despite a falling mark.  (Forecast 23.00)

Notes: 

7 UP24-
P4

TRY IT SOMETIME (IRE) 28 C D 
b g Milan - Lead'er Inn

11 10 - 0tp Sean Houlihan (3)
Sheila Lewis

79

Jockey Colours: Pink, white seams, pink sleeves, white stars, quartered cap
Timeform says: Long time since last victory and has offered little this term, so easy to
oppose again from out of the weights.  (Forecast 51.00)

Notes: 

Long Handicap: Try It Sometime 9 - 4
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TIMEFORM VIEW: MAGUIRE'S GLEN has been bubbling under for most of the year, meaning he
arrives on a lenient mark faced with his ideal circumstances here, so he can take advantage unless
Goodgirl Teresa resumes her progress back over fences. Misty Mai, another well-treated one, is also
firmly on the radar.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: MAGUIRE'S GLEN (3) 
2: GOODGIRLTERESA (1) 
3: MISTY MAI (4)


